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DIGITAL CONTROL ENGINEERING

Note: Attempt all questions.

J. Attempt any four parts: (Sx4=20)

~ \ (a) Find the transfer function for the arrangement given in
gur~1.
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(b) Find the Z-transform of the (i) F(s) = 5/S(S2 + 4),

(ii) F(s) = 2(s + 1) 5/s(s + 5).

(c) Define the Z-transform and discuss its limitations.

(d) Find the inverse Z-transform of:

F(z) = 2z/(Z2- 1·2z + 0'5).

(e) The weighting sequence of a linear discrete-data system
IS:

g(k) = O'15(O'8)k- O'25(O'4)k for k ~ 0 and 0 for k :-::::O.

Find the transfer function G(z) of the system.

,.\ (f) Express the output c(t) in the form of Zero-order Hold
.;;-I) sampled data system of the given figure.
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2. Attempt any two parts: (lOx2=20) 4.

(a) Find the state models for the following difference
equation; also obtain different canonical form for the each
system:

y(k + 3) + 5y(k + 2) + 7y(k + 1) + 3y(k) = u(k + 1) + 2u(k).

(b) The closed loop transfer function of a unity feedback
digital control sYstem is :

Y(z)/R(z) = (z + 1)/3(Z2 - Z + 1); T = 1 sec.

Find the open loop tra~sferfunction Gho.G(z). Construct
the bode plot for Gho.G(w)on w-plane; determine the Gain
margin, Phase margin and resonant peak. ( .

(c) Map the following s-plane values into the z-plane f(
T= 1 and 0·1 :

(i) s = -1 + j2, (ii) s = -2 ± j4, (iii) s = +4j.

Attempt any two parts: (lOx2=20)

(a) Explain P and Pill controllers with suitable block diagram
and set of equation.

(b) Find the pulse transfer function for the given sampled data
system shown in figure with the process lag as Td = 0-5.

(c) Discuss the controllability and observability concepts-
AISQ.investigate the controllability and observability '0

the following system:

x(k+l)=[2 -2,1 -1]x(k)+[ll,O-l]u(k)

y(k) :=: [I 0, 1 Ilx(k).



(a) Formula e ( op I a state regulator by dynamic
prograllllillm g.

(b) For D::: order Linear
the rewlato

e-m ariant plant system, explain
Iem with suitable diagram.

asri optimal state estimation for

(a) Exp . 0 hich sample rate selection is made
and e 0 e elay in the microprocessor control.

(b) ollowing with example (i) Truncation
quan1:izeL ii) ound-off quantizer and main sources of
·quan TS.

(c) . "agram briefly explain INTEL 8156 static RAM
wo .g programming of VO ports.
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